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APPRAISING RAIL TRANSPORT SYSTEMS
USING DISCOUNTED ECONOMIC VALUE ADDED:
THE AUSTRALIAN CASE

Introduction
Australian government railways are characterised by large financial losses In 1989-90
the direct loss in aggregate was $2,100 million 'The Industry Commission estimated
that over the last decade these losses amounted to at least $20,000 million, and the true
economic cost is larger stiU I Even taken on their face value, the amounts involved are
not trivial, Railways losses account for about one third of State sector debt, Moreover,
these losses impact on financial markets by absorbing available funds that could have
been more productively employed elsewhere 2 The focus of debate on railways in
Australia have addressed the problem of reducing the size of this loss, 3 One wal is to
improve financial and operating efficiency; the other is to corporatise railways,
The pwpose of this paper is not to enter into these debates, but rather to raise the
hitherto neglected issue of asking what are the appropriate evaluation techniques? The
question is: "what experience with railway reforms overseas and attempts at past
reforms can shed some light on the proper valuation tools to be used to guide the new
reform agenda?"
The evaluation tools used to date (such as risk-adjusted discounted cash flows DCF)
have beeu subject to criticism,5 Much of the criticism stems from the recognition that it
is perhaps the acconnting data on which traditional performance measnres are based do
not reflect the relevant information required to valne the entities, One proposal for
reform includes replacing the venerable DCF method with a broader, value-added
measure, called economic value added EVA The resultant sum of the present value of
the discounted economic value added has a stock market equivalent, market value
added, or MVA The latter is already widely used to measure the intrinsic worth of a
publicly listed corporation" It is the purpose ofthis paper to look at the feasibility of
applying this model to apprai,se the performance ofAustralian railways"

Evaluating Future Cash Flows Using Benchmar ks
Despite widespread dissatisfaction, the capital asset pricing model CAPM is still used
to discount estimated free cash flows as a performance evaluation tool, possibly
because it is thought that no viable alternative exists, Indeed, the argument now is that
there is still merit in setting a target rate of return for government business enterprise
and monitoring performances against such a benchmarks provided they are the right
benchmarks As the Commonwealth Treasury explained:

Target rate, ofreturn for public business enterprises 'hould reflect the return
achievable from alternative private ,ectal' investment' ofsimilar risk that are
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just viable (marginal)" If targets set on this basis were met avel time the
resources afhe enterpri.ses would tend lobe channelled to their highest value
use from a national point of view and the owner govemments could be
confident that the community was getting value for money from the public
business investments

In calculating rates of tetum, eg return on assets ROA, the Treasmy argues this
requires an estimate of the value of the assets as well as an estimate of the earnings
derived from those assets" It is in the current definition of 'earning.s' as the difference
between cash flows classified as either revenue or expenses which creates the problem
forrailways.
The taXpayer as a shareholder expects to make a return on the substantial assets
acquired in the name of a railway system.. Using a relatively low estimate of the cmrent
aggregated market value of rail capital stock of $10 billion suggests that a cash flow of
up to $1 billion per annutIl should be generated in order to give a return on assets ROA
of 10%, when in fact the returns were negative 11. 5%.6
While expecting a positive return on funds employed, the reality is that the total stock
of railway assets yields large negative rates of return reflecting the magnitude of the
deficits incurred. The Industry Commission has extended to railways the analysis done
previously on rates of return for a range of other government business enterprises. That
analysis indicated, for example, average real rates of return ROA in the three years to
1987-88 ofa positive 55% for Telecom and positive 1.0% for Australia Post 7 While
many of the external benefits and costs of railway operation are excluded from these
rate of return measnres, that is no different from the situation for Telecom and
Australia Post both of which are required to provide some non-commercial services to
the commnnity.. The rates of return suggest that the commnnity has not been getring a
reasonable rate of return on the assets that it has tied up in railways8 EPAC estimated
that in 1991-92 total rail (QR. SRA, PTC and Westrail) averaged a rate of return on
assets of negative 9.15%. with QR earning positive 1318% and Victoria's PTC earning
a negative 31 65%.9
In an assessment of the performance of government business enterprises the Industry
Commission argued that SRA calculations of required returns are in any case
overstated because indexation of prices is allowed for in both the valuation of assets
and the calcnIation of the required rate of return The Industry Commission adopted as
the appropriate benchmark a real rate of return of 8%. equivalent to the real return on
long-term government bonds (1985-86 to 1987-88), adjusted for a small margin of risk
and a commnnity service obligation. For the specialised sub-category of railway coal
freight it adopted a risk-return benchmark real return of 10% (or about 15% nominal
assuming an inflation rate of 5%)
Given that the estimated capital stock is around $15 billion for all Australian
government-owned railways. the Industry Commission estimates the current financial
performance of rail services is currently costing $4 billion per annum; so when added
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to the approximately $1 billion it should be eaming according to the benchmark, the
true value {<lSS may be nwre than $5 billion per annum worse than if they were
provided by a viable commercial alternative10 Expressed differently, this is the
intrinsic or real opportunity cost, it is the 'value added' loss each year of a nominal
corporation which, in order to remain viable, should add to shareholder value In this
case, the opening capital stock is being reduced in the order of $5 billion.. By propping
up though equity grants and non-repayable debt issues the government is disguising the
true extent of the loss
The provision of equity capital is usually provided free of any implicit charges. In
those cases when a capital charge is explicitly extracted, this often bears no relation to
market reallties. Higher returns expected from equity holders commensurate with the
higher level of financial risks resulting from the value of the debt in the overall capital
structure is invariably omitted for the simple reason that no estimates of the value of
'equity' (or its government enterprise equivalent) is even attempted. That is, the cost of
equdty capital has been implicitly assumed to be zero Ihis presumption has rarely been
articulated in discussions on railway performance,
Despite their defects, free cash flow estimates provide clear evidence of the scope for a
mare disciplined use of railway assets. Ihe aim of these earlieI methods using DCF
was to encourage more efficient use of resources. in particular to assist with rational

pricing and investment decisions
These target Or benchmark rates of retum using risk-adjustment factors (eg beta) are
not appropriate for railway systems. A number of observers have already noted that the
approach is flawed. The Australian Chamber of Manufacturers for example argued that
benchmarks offer no guarantee of greater operational efficiently "because it is too easy
for authorities to achieve such returns via price increases rather than improvements in
operational efficiency. ,,11 Similarly, the Commonwealth Treasury argued that "Pricing
to equate demand with available capacity as much as possible -rather than pricing to
maximise returns or pricing to meet prior tar gets - is a fundamental requirement of
government business enterprises .... especially in the cases of enterprises with monopoly
power. "12 The Industry Commission also agreed that subsequently setting prices to
reach some targeted rate of return-an capital "may be inappropriate" because such an
approach would likely result in under utilisation of fixed capital. 13

Difficulties of Using DCF Analysis
While both the SRA and the Industry Commission have moved down the path of using
a risk-adjusted benchmark rate, it is doubtful if this model is appropriate)4 Even
abstracting from the fact that the crucial difference between debt and equity is usually
ignored in their' analysis, it is doubtful if DCF using a risk-adjusted discount rate is the
right approach to use in a railway context 15
True, the capital asset pricing model CAPM and its variants (eg the continuous time
asset pricing model) can provide a commonly understood benchmark for selling target
rates of return Yet in so doing there are two difficulties in obtaining values for the
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parameters used. Firstly, railways currently have fettered responsibilities and potential
conflicts in loyalties which constrain their corporate freedom of action; and secondly
they have unique problems of valuation of assets and liabilities which impinges on
performance appraisal16 For example, a significant asset of a railway system resides
in real estate which is difficult to value Ihis value capture problem arises primarily
because the increase in value consequent upon the existence of the railway is often
captured by outside parties.. l7 Let us examine these two criticisms in more detail

1 Feltered Responsibilities
The flrst criticism of using DCF analysis to evaluate railway performance is that is it is
unreasonable for railways to seek the same returns as that of an efficient (ie. least-cost)
orgartisation. Australian rail systems have complained of political interference in
investment decisions AN for example claimed federalism and state ownership of rail
services impedes the introduction of the newer technologies; Vicrail claims that short
term investments are given priority; QR suffers expansion and upgrading of its coal
lines based on political decisions to subsidise the coal exports in periods of
international competitive pressures; and Westrail claims that profit-earning projects are
delayed and that there is discrimination against projects with long term benefits
Political decisions currently still play a dominant role in determining the nature and
magrtitude ofrailway capital expenditure. AN argued it was the only rail system that
borrowed on its own name prior the establishment of the National Freight Corporation
NFC Even so, AN was still reliant on an explicit Commonwealth guarantee for its
borrowings for which it paid a fee of 0.125% per annum 18 From it submission to the
Industry Commission, AN advised it preferred not to borrow from the Commonwealth
as the tenns were inflexible and the cost was higher than competitive sources of funds
Rather than demanding a'least cost pricing structure, another more feasible alternative
which has been proposed would involve a phased reduction in freight rates as rail
moved towards international best practice.. Management has already partially moved to
accrual accounting practices.. This at least will make allowance for a depreciation
charge, and hence reqrtire an estimates of the value of capital assets If, as is currently
being advocated by the Austtallan Accounting Research Foundation AARF that an
objective of general purpose financial reporting is to "provide information usefnl to
users for making and evaluating decisions about the allocation of scarce resources,"
then it is an inescapable feature of modern accounting to properly value non-current
assets. 19 Moreover, should a future maintainable earnings (FME) approach be
recommended to value non-current assets, then the issue of the appropriate
capitailsation rates comes to the fore 20 Even so, by generating debates as to the best
means of identifying non-current assets and the best methods of valning these assets,
the whole question of government control of assets represents a step in the right
direction. The adoption of accntal methods of accounting will at least favour proper
management of fixed assets (and future capital projects), rather than allowing the
political considerations to intervene in the process, but it does not go far enough to
redress the more fundamental problems of valuation.
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If railways are required to achieve a commercially acceptable rate of return then they
first have to operate as an efficient commercial organisation Bulk freight rail systems
may be operationally efficient in the transport of some particular goods in some
regions but this still does not mean that these railways on these routes ar'e operating as
an efficient transportation systern. 21 Commercial effectiveness is determined on the

basis of properly aligned property rights, If for example fmancial instIuments cannot be
classified as debt Or equity then return on equity becomes meaningless. To the extent
that least-cost practices are not in place. estimates of leas! cost practices should be
calculated and then discounted appropriately to in order to set appropriate prices and
rates of return, not the other way aI'Ound as is currently the practice. 22
According to consultants Trave" Morgan, operating costs for SRA and QR together
would decrease by approximately 22% with the introduction of 'best-practice' costs in
the haulage of coal and other minerals 23 By their own admission these calculations do
not take into account any capital costs nor capital charges associated with nonrenewable capital such as land,24 This is a notable omission: because some assets ar'e
difficult to measure they are simply excluded from the calculation! They explain that a
"major reason" for the lack of emphasis on improving capital utilisation "has been
inadequate recording of the cost of capital assets, ,,25 Increased investment in
mechanised maintenance equipment and replacement of existing assets should achieve
lower operating (including infrastructure and maintenance) costs, which now absorb
about 70% of all railway costs, as measured according to existing railway accounting

conventions, but which would be lower if a more realistic valuation of assets were to be
used
Management control techniques have changed in some rail systems in attempt to
improve accountability by allocating ownership of existing assets to strategic business
uuits SBDs, and indeed asset identification and elimination of surplus assets is expected
to be a major outcome from current restructuring of management practices.2 6 Without
an estimate of the true amount of capital invested in rail it would be difficult (to say the
least) to devise a full cost recovery scheme, It should be stressed however that even if
the optimal cost recovery procedure were devised and implemented this does not per se
guarantee economic efficiency27
Assuming accountability restructuring is successful, the fundamental issue remains:
accountable to whom? As is the case in the private sector, the interest of managers do
not always coincide with those of the shareholders28 Managers invest their human
capital; shareholders funds, The former will thus be expected to be pre-occupied with
signalling to the market place for managerial talent their ability to control a large
labour force and to bOIIOW funds, The capital-labour ratio and debt-equity ratios may
therefore not be optimal when considered from the viewpoint of the owners.
Remuneration packages should be recast so that the interests of the two groups are
more closely re-aligned: the granting of options over shares is one technique already
widely used; but a better system would be to base managerial remuneration on value
created during their incumbency,
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Ihus the significance of the discrepancy between actual and least cost practice as
outlined in the Travers Morgan study. The discrepancy depends on the contribution or
value created above and beyond the cost of the additional inputs acquired during the
period: it is the addition to equity apart from contributions. It is value added in the

production process. and not cash inflows less the cash outflows, nor accrued revenues
minus accrued expenses, as presumed in the accounting process that railways are now
implementing.
An example may clarify the point Increased value is derived from one of three
sources: improved net operating profit; new product development or value derived
from the taxation benefits of financial reorganisation.. If the net operating profit after
tax NOPAT contributes 40%, and the discrepancy between least cost and actual pricing
is five percent, then this ··value driver' would contribute 40% of five percent of the
value of the final output If we assume a $1 million operating profit, then five percent
of $1,000,000 would be $50,000, and of that amount the value of the value driver
would be $20,000 (ie 40% of the $50,000). If we further assume the number of years
of operation to be 10 years, and assume ~ discount rate of 12%, then the increase in
economic value added would be:

After year 1, $20,000 discounted at 12%, gives a present value of $17,857
After year 2, $20,000 dIscounted at 12%, gives a present value of $15,944
After year 10, $20,000 dIscounted at 12%, gives a present value of $6,439
The sum of the present values so computed for the 10 years would be $113,004, which
represents the increased value of the railway system consequent on adopting the 'best
methods' practices. It is the economic value added by making those improvements..
Current accrual accounting cannot incorporate the value of these improvements in such
an integrated fashion, and free cash flow analysis misses the fact that it is the net stock
increase in the value of the entity which is the relevant issue, not jUst the cash flows
Adopting EVA as the valuation technique for railways removes any lurking potential
for divitling managerial responsibilities. It enables a more consistent remuneration
program to he devised and thus dispenses with potential conflicts of interests For
example, in the case above, if 10% of the EVA were allocated to management as a
performance bonus, it would receive $11,300 (ie 10% of $113,(04) over the period.
There should thus be congruence of interests between the owners who devised the
remuneration scheme and gain the EVA personally and the managers tasked with the
responsibility of having generated this increase in value.

In addition to tidying the loyalty issue, EVA unleashes other benefits as well. Io start
with, EVA properly values the assets of railways, and in so doing also measures any
improvement in the value of these assets Prior public sector accounting systems did
not tecognise a significant valuable asset in the tailway capital stock inventory. 'Value
capture' elements do not tradItionally be incorporated in public rail investment
estimates 29 The adoption of a private sector accrual accounting system will not easily
admit of this valuable asset either: the value of an option to claim development of land
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space which has become (or might become) valuable.. Ihis generic value driver is a
straregic option value and is usually referred to as 'value capture' in traditional
literature but in the context of an EVA analysis it assumes greater significance,

10 recapitulate: target rates of return have been justified a means to remove some of
the political constraints which presently prevail, but they represent at best misguided
attempts to improve performance" Target rates of return cannot play a useful role
unless the railways are permitted to make commercial decisions, not only in tbe daily
operations but also in the longer term invesrruent strategies. Accordingly railways must
have the unfetrered ability to set commercial charges. To be meaningful, such charges
must include the savings from the present capital structure presently used for rail
funding (eg tax deductibility of interest on debt, the true risk-adjusred cost of equity
capital consequent on the leverage employed, the element of risk associared with loans
to semi-government authorities) and any community services obligations which
governments or any other public agency wishes to impose. Unfortunately these true or
economic costs are tarely fully and explicitly enumerared in calculating target rates of
return using DCF analysis..
2 Financial Risk
The second criticism relates to the other side of the balance sheet: to the division
between liabilities and shareholders' funds or its equivalent (eg government equity).
Obviously the sum total of both sides should balance But double-entry accrual
accounting has rarely ever been fully implemented as an inregrated procedure in Stare
railways30
Ihe difficulty is that the total liabilities for rail systems is difficult to determine Most
discussions concerning the size of the railway deficit implicitly presumes that the
deficit will be financed through debt issues As debt rises, this increases the fmancial
risk of the 'owners.. '31 Yet it is scarcely acknowledged by those advocating the use of a
risk-adjusted discount rate that the cost of equity capital rises as deficits increase..
Presumably, the difficulty of distinguishing between debt and equity in government
statutory authorities preclUdes such an acknowledgment. If it is difficult to separate the
two sources of funding in the capital structure of railways, then teehniques which do
not require such a separation should be nsed. The capital asset pricing model is
incomplete and does not give a true picture of the true cost of deficit financing if the
effects of the de bt issue are ignored in calculating the appropriate benchmark for
evaluating investments. The BVA approach by contrast does not depend so critically on
the debt-equity mix in the capital structure, since it asks ouly what are the value drivers
which generate the increased value. It does not require a separation of the costs of the
two sources of finance.
Just how difficult is it to distinguish between debt and equity? Difficult it seems,
because it has been argued that all government debt can be 'reclassified' as equity. 32
Firstly, the bulk of advances were made at the inception of most government business
enterprises (eg State Railways; Telecom) and so reflect a clalm by the government
upon the assets which were given at the thnc. Second, the interest paid on these initial
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advances has been varied at the govemment's discretion, rather than being contractually
determined as would be more likely in the case of debt. The result of this is that the
government can vary these rates in order to withdraw capital in a manner which
resembles dividend payments Third, the fact that the owner (ie the government) is the
provider of the advances rather than a third party, strains the concept of debr, since
ownership and control are rights that usually rest with the holders of that right rather
than bondholders. And finally, all advances which have been made subsequent to the
initial offering have been made at times when no alternative of issuing public debt was
available This factor suggests that the government has on these occasions preferred to
engage in equity··type fInance rather than see it resolt to incuning an additional
liability. For these reasons it can be argued that viltnally all assets should be
appropriated by the new shareholders, or that all claims on assets should be reclaimed
by debt-holders. In either case, the distinction may appear irrelevant because ir is the
taxpayers who ends up with the assets

AdJusting for financial risk in EVA analysis
Whatever performance apprrrisal techrtique is used, free cash flows DCF or economic
value added EVA, the resultant benchmarks should allow for the risk of the business
and other cIiteria considered relevant to the nature of that business It is here that
economic value added offers a richer integrative framework than risk-adjusted return
on equity targets when analysing capital-intensive industries such as railways It enable
other facters besides cash flows to be brought into the equation, and railways have
lousy cash flows.
The almost universally used measure of performance in the private sector among
professional analysts is rate of return on assets ROA or equity ROE Yet for railway
systems the expected cash flows are poor; their real worth lies in the value of their
assets, notably real estate, Should this real estate be valued at current market prices,
which is often advocated, the subsequent return on assets calculation will be
unacceptably poor. This arises because the denominator. in the return on assets ROA
equation is increased, reducing the yield. For example, if earnings remained sratic at
say $lOOm and assets were valued at $500m, then ROA would be
$l00m I $500rn = 20%
Should the value of assets be increased to $800m ROA would fall to
$lOOm I $800m = 125%
Privatising railways does seem an attIactive proposition precisely because of these asset
valnes As the Japanese experience indicates, some privatised railway systems can
prove to be enormously profitable, 33
'The appmpriate benchmark should not be return on assets as usually interpreted but
should reflecr the potential to create value for the prospective owners Economic value
added or its popular share markets eqnivalent shareholder or market value added MVA
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allows this potential source of income to be incorporated into the valuation equation,
Indeed, in the controversy surrounding the feasibility of allowing a new privatised
railway system to be established between the Sydney-Melbourne route, the word 'value

capture' was mentioned in the sense that the railway would increase value along the
route but that this increased value would not necessarily be captured by the owners of
that service34 Where the railways did capture the benefits, as was the case with the

privatisation of Japanese railways, this generated rates ofreturn well above the average
for similar risk investments.
The tenn 'value capture' currently interpreted refers to the process whereby, in the
establishment of a new railway line or in the upgrading of an existing line, the railway
itself is able to benefit from the enhanced value of property affected by the new railway
services Value may be captured by the railway participating in commercial
development of, for example, its railway stations Or it may be captured by the railway
receiving some sbare of increased land and property values attributable to the railway
line and stations Many railways in the US were fmanced initially from sale of part of
land around the right of way, lalld which was granted by the government as an
inducement to build the railway, and the concept has had some airing in Australia as
the Very Fast Train (VFD proponents initially considered that the project could be
partly funded thought a tax on the enhanced value of land.

The Economic Value Added A pproach35
For large capital··intensive investment proposals such as railways it may be more
appropriate to approach investments from this value added perspective 36 Industries
which have their primary value locked up in non-cwrent assets. such as smokestack
industries and railways, instead of using risk-adjusted discount rates to value

investments and the worth of the business, it may make more sense to approach
prospective investments directly and bypass the tortuous route of summing the (riskadjusted) present value of cash flows. This more direct approach simply quantifies the
value of the proposed investment to the owner in much the same way that net present
value does.
Economic value added refers to the value created by a corporation during the passage
of time, usually one fmancial year:. It represents the difference between beginning and
ending capital, and is a stock concept
EVA= V2 - VI =dV/dt
EVA is not an accounting concept (hence the tenn 'economic' value added), nor is it a
flow or rate of return but is a dollar amount For example, if opening capital is $1000
and ending capital is $1100, then EVA is $100.. This amount needs to be discounted
back to the present for it to have proper economic meaning; the resultant present value
may in this case be worth say $91. When the present values of all the discounted EVA
estimated to occur in the future are added together, this gives us the market value
added, or MVA
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Return on capital employed r le,s the cost of capital k gives the spread or net return on
capital:
Spread = r- k
EVA is the spread times the amount of capital at the beginning time peIlod)7
EVA=(r-k)Kt
Alternately expressed, EVA is the amount generated by that capital less a cost fot that
capital employed:
EVA=rK-kK
The stock market will reflect EVA in a market valuation, and this market valuation is
theMYA
MYA = sum of present values of EVAs
MYA = sum (t - k) 1(1 + k)
Exhibit 1 illustrate the meaning of EVA and its stock market counterpart, MYA The
opening capital value in 1993 is $1000 and the value created during the year is $40
Discounted back to the present at a discount rate of 10%, given by the weighted
average cost of capital WACOC, this gives a PV of $36. 36 In the next year EVA is
$41.45, which when discounted again at 10% (ie using a present value interest factor
PVlF of O. 8264) produces a PV of $34.26.. Similarly for all the other years to 1999:
each EVA is discounted to the present and then added in much the same that net
present value is calculated, only that the resultant summation of future EVAs is called
market value added. But unlike NPV, the initial investment Is added to the MYA, to
give the forecasted market value of the project. In this case, $1,000 is added to the
$21 L65 to give a market value of $121 L 65. (This amount should be roughly
analogous to the market capitalisation of companies on the stock markets.) If the
amount of debt is subllaCted from this figure, the result will be the maIket value of the
equity, and from here it is but a simple step to divide this forecasted equity valuation
by the number of issued shares to give the inllIDsic current share value In case 1, the
shares should he valued at $7..12

EXHIBITS
The concept EVA and MYA is intuitively obvious. Too difficulty is to obtain the raw
data initially.. Practically, raw accounting data is reworked to package the data required,
but is easier to initially understand the concept using familiar financial terminology.. If
we multiply the spread between the return on assets ROA or r and the weighted average
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cost of capital WACOC k by the opening value of the capital stock this will give us
EVA. For example, with an r of 14% and k of 10%, the spread is 4% Multiplied by Kt
of $1000, EVA is $40. Ihat is, EVA is the return from capital employed less the
weighted average cost of capital multiplied by the amount of capital used in generating
this return
Ihe EVA approach outlined above is not only intuitively obvious It also conforms
with an approach to investment evaluation and an accounting measuring approach long
advocated by economists, not to mention its taxation advantages! As of early 1992,
'value adding' has also been given legal endorsement through the promulgation of
Australian Accounting Standard Board AASB, tasked with the responsibility of
standardising the accounting conventions of the new 1992 Corporations Law. Exposure
draft ED SIB defines revenues as any

inflows or other enhancements aT savings in outflows oj economic benefits or
service potential in the form oj increases in assets aT reductions in liabilities.
other than those relating to contributions by owner:s, that result in an increase
in equity during the reporting period.
Similarly, exposure draft ED 46B defines expenses as

consumption aT losses of economic benefits aT' service potential i'n the form oj
reductions'in asset.s OT'inCTea'Je,s in liabilities afthe reporting entity, other than
those relating to di.stributions to equity participants, which result in a decrease
in equity during the accounting period,
Ihat is, in adopting this definition the AASB has lent its support to the modem
economic value added approach to revenues as being any factor which increases the
resource base of the entity, that is, to increase assets over liabilities exclutling
contributions of equity.. The AASB has dispensed with the old accounting presumption
that revenues are net accrued inflows, and that expenses are net accrued outflows 'This
subtle distinction hides a very dramatic shift in the axiomatic foundations of
accounting, the implications of which impinge on the issue of accounting for
government business entetprises as well as fot private sector entities 38
Entities may be valued a nnmber of ways.. Historical cost, cunent cost, replacement
value, realisable value the snm of the discounted value of future maintainable earnings
(FME) are the most popular. Of these, the most accurate and reliable is the sum of
discounted FME, Yet until this redefinition of earnings as being the net increase in the
value of eqrtity (ie EVA) for each year', discounted back to the present at a tiskadjusted discount tate, this route yielded a disappointing value for all rail systems..
disappointment arose because of the archaic definition of earnings as being the

difference between cash inflows and outflows or, worse still as viewed from a
valuation perspective, as being the difference between accrued inflows and outflows.

"
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Yet privatisation programs overseas, notably in Japan and the US, revealed that the
acquisition value of a rail system was surprisingly high.. Turnaround strategies
implemented in the acquired railways yielded returns well in excess of required rates of
return for similar risk investments" The missing link in the equation was that the value
of rail systems derived not so much from the cash flows but from the hitherto
unmeasured increases in asset values resulting from lldifficult to measure"
improvements such as the value of the land corridors occupied by the railways39
Given that rail systems currently have poor cash flows relative to the assets employed,
and the prospects of a high cash flow appear dim, estimating fUlUre expected earnings
as the difference between revenues and expenses as merely net inflows seriously
underestimated the aggregared value of the entities Using BVA, the measurement
difficulties ar'e not solved but at least the inbuilt implicit bias dragging the value
downwards is removed. By redefining earnings as the net increase or decrease in equity
boosts value by allowing formerly ignored factors (such as value caplUre) to be
explicitly incorporated into the discounted future maintainable earnings valuation
formula
Previous methods of valuation prior to the AASB promulgation were unsatisfactory
This was widely recognised, but it was addressed in a number of ad hoc ways most of
which were not entirely satisfactory either. It was rarely admitted that at fault lay tb.e
defective historical cost accounting convention that net inflows must be measurable
according to traditional accrual concepts, and that they must be a flow over time and
not a fixed stock
The SRA for example dealt with the problem of employing different methods of
calculating capital costs fOI different types of assets. FOI non-renewable assets (for
example, infrastructure), an armmtl rate charge was calculated on an historical cost
basis, while for renewable assets (for example, locomotives and wagons), a
replacement cost depreciation policy was followed (using 7% real interest rate over the
assessed economic life of the asset, based on the current replacement cost which is
updated each yeal) 40 The SRA is considering the use of depreciated replacement cost
valuation for nack as well as rolling stock, but inflated histoIical costs for nonreplacement capital (for example, tunnels, bridges and buildings) This was not a
consistent approach to the problem, even though it at least acknowledged its existence
Information on the valuation of assets of government business enrerprises is currently
designed to serve two purposes.. The fust Is to provide the readers of annual reports
with information about the performance and fmancial standing of the enrerpIise. Using
historical costs for this exercise may provides incorrect or misleading information
about the market value of the firm The second purpose is to provide to the investor in
the cotporation information about the return received on investment and whether the
investment has maintained its value in real terms. For this purpose the use of
replacement cost (which includes an inflation rector) is sometimes used, but this is also
hardly satisfactory, presuming as it does that the choice of oIiglnal equipment was
appropriate.. It frequently gives a too high asset valuation and generates a low rate of
return on assets. It has been suggested that it is this phenomenon which compels
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railways to charge high freight rates. justified in the name of a full cost recovery
pricing policy. It is well known that Queensland coal companies prefer a purely
historical cost approach to asset valuation because it produces a smaller asset base and
hence requires smaller profits to achieve respectable returns. which in turn means lower
freight rates.

Summary and Conclusion
The size of the deficit of Australian railways is of concern to the governments which
currently act as theit owners. and are therefore legaliy bound to fund those deficits.
These deficits are currently not trivial. and demands are being made to reduce this
drain on state govenunent resources and to improve performance,,'
Care should be exercised in requiting railways to do this. Caution is required because
target risk-adjusted rates of return as determined by the CAPM may not be appropriate
for railway systems. Such benchmarks are not appropriate becanse railways do not
operate in an unfettered environment and because the required rate of return for
financial risk is difficult to determine The division between liabilities and equity is
murky at best; the capital structure ill-defined. and a major component of its assets
consists of land which is awkward to value using traditional valuation techniques.. In
the light of these difficulties it may be more appropriate to use an alternative to the
CAPM to benchmark the performance of Australia's railway systems Discounted
economic value added BVA analysis may prove to be a more accuxate and convenient
alternative.

University College UNSW, June 1993
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